
 Adgility™ 6XP & 10XP
Backpack Vacuums

F A C T  S H E E T

The light-weight Advance Adgility™ XP backpack vacuums deliver a whole new level of 
comfort, quiet, performance and affordability for multi-surface cleaning in close quarters. 
Backpack vacuums have long been favored for cleaning offices, classrooms and other 
facilities with hard and soft flooring and tight spaces in cubicles or between desks. Never 
before has there been a backpack as comfortable and effective as the Adgility XP.

Featuring the ultimate in ergonomic design, the Adgility XP’s premium cushioned harness 
distributes the weight more evenly and higher on the back than other backpack vacuums. 
Independent testing by Sweden’s Två Ergonomer testing bureau confirms that the Adgility 
XP’s ergonomically advanced harness design results in significantly less operator fatigue 
and better productivity. The Adgility XP moves with the operator when bending or twisting 
and feels significantly lighter and more nimble, due to its superb balance.

Both the Adgility 6XP and 10XP are packed with power, but produce a sound level of
only 62 dB A. Not only does this quiet performance result in less operator fatigue, but
the Adgility XP is quiet enough to use any time of day without fear of disturbing
building occupants. 

Don’t be fooled by their low sound level. These vacuums are powered by a 1,300 watt 
motor that moves 144 cubic feet of air per minute, and out-cleans its noisier competitors. 

The modular design of the Adgility XP allows the operator to separate the tank form the 
motor department to easily add or change filters. The motors are also interchangeable 
between both sizes of vacuums.

For green cleaning solutions at a value price, the Adgility XP comes standard with four 
levels of filtration, plus an optional H.E.P.A. filter that removes 99.97% of dust particulates 
down to 0.3 microns. The Adgility XP is also green when it comes to emptying the paper 
dust bag. The bag has a unique SaniSeal™ self-sealing adhesive rim that folds to keep dust 
inside the bag, allowing for disposal without scattering dirt and dust back into the air.

Unlike other backpack vacuums, the filtered air discharge for the Adgility XP is directed back 
and away from the operator, eliminating a constant blast of warm air on the lower extremities 
which can contribute to operator fatigue and discomfort. This design also allows the Adgility 
XP to continue operating if the machine is placed on the floor or another surface.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE
•� Education Buildings
•� Office Buildings
•� Libraries
•� Health Clubs
•� Airports / Train Stations / Bus Depots
•� Daytime Cleaning

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDE
•� H.E.P.A. filter
•� Scallop carpet floor tool
•� Paddle floor tool
•� Hard floor brush tool

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE
•� 50 foot yellow safety cord
•� Flexible, crush proof 1 1/2 inch hose
•� 56 inch 2 piece S bend aluminum wand
•� 14 inch Quick-Glide floor tool
•� Upholstery Nozzle
•� Round Dusting Brush
•� Crevice Nozzle
•� Padded, adjustable belt system
•� Built in accessory loops on belt
•� Four level filtration – 2 ply paper bag, cloth outer bag, 

vac motor pre-filter, exhaust filter



Cord restraint clips onto the
safety cord and holds it in place.

Model Adgility™ 6XP Adgility™ 10XP
Motor 110 - 120 V, 60 Hz 110 - 120 V, 60 Hz
Power 1,300 W, 10 amps 1,300 W, 10 amps
Airflow 144 cfm 144 cfm
Suction (waterlift) 99 in (251.46 cm) 99 in (251.46 cm) 
Sound Level 62 dB A 62 dB A
Dust Bag Capacity 6 quarts (5.7 L) 10 quarts (9.5 L)
Filter System 4 Level Filter 4 Level Filter
H.E.P.A. Filter Optional Optional
Filter Area, Outer Bag 217 in2 311 in2

Weight (excluding cord) 9.3 lb (4.2 kg) 10.8 lb (4.9 kg)
Height 22.4 in (56.9 cm) 22.9 in (58.2 cm)
Cord Length 50 ft, safety yellow (15.24 cm) 50 ft, safety yellow (15.24 cm)
Part Number 9060608010 9060705010

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Backpack Vacuums

 Technical Specifications

Accessory loops keep tools 
handy while operating.

14600 21st  A venue North 
Plymouth, MN 55447-3408 
ww w .advance-us.com
Phone:   800-850-5559 
Fax:   800-989-6566 

240 Superior Boulevard
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5T 2L2
www.nilfisk-advance.ca
Phone: 905-564-1149 or 800-668-8400
Fax: 905-564-1030 or 800-263-5111

Defining 
Cleaning 
Innovation...
• Our products are

designed using 
innovative technology 
that increases 
productivity and drives 
down the cost to clean.

• You can get expert
service and maintenance 
for your Advance 
machines from factory-
trained personnel 
around the world. Fast 
parts delivery, too.

• Maintain peak
performance with Nilfisk 
Genuine OEM Parts.

recyclable

Adgility™ XP fits comfortably
on the operator.

Premium 
harnessing 
system

Easy to use latches 
keep cover secure

Exhaust blows up and away 
from the operator

Hose securely attaches and 
rotates in cover

Large tank sizes

Full dust bag can be sealed 
before removal to contain
all dirt.

Detachable yellow 
safety cord
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Adgility™

Back Pack Vacuum

Smart cleaning.

A Nilfisk-Advance Brand 



Adgility™

Back Pack Vacuum

Ideal applications include:

• Hospitals / Healthcare Facilities

• Commercial Cleaning

• Education

• Government Buildings
and Installations

• Stairs

• Elevators

• Retail and Malls

• Health Clubs

• Daytime Cleaning

• Airports / Train Stations /
Bus Depots

A Nilfisk-Advance Brand 

A Light-Weight, Comfortable Solution for 
Cleaning in Obstructed Spaces.

New from Advance is the Adgility™ back pack vacuum.  With its 

light weight, small size, and ergonomic shape, the Advance Adgility 

maximizes operator agility and cleaning ability to create a new standard 

in comfort and performance.  

At 6.4 pounds, the Adgility vacuum can be worn for extended periods 

of time without causing fatigue or muscle tension.  Its small size and 

low weight allows the user to be more productive in tight areas such 

as cubical farms and commercial office space.  Don’t let its small size 

fool you; the Adgility vacuum has the most power, 25% more, than 

any machine in its class, which means better pick-up for increased 

productivity and deeper cleaning.  Although the Adgility vacuum uses a 

powerful 1,000 watt motor, the unit is quiet enough for daytime cleaning 

without disturbing building occupants.  

The Adgility vacuum features three levels of filtration and an optional 

H.E.P.A. filter for improved indoor air quality.  The machine includes a 

12 inch combination floor tool to provide dual surface cleaning for both 

hard and soft floors. In addition, the rotating dust brush enables the 

bristles to be turned to the correct angle, ensuring maximum cleaning. 

The Adgility back pack vacuum was built with operator comfort in mind 

with its padded waist belt. The belt includes loops to hold the crevice 

tool and dust brush, keeping them handy when on the go. No shoulder 

straps make it easier for the operator to bend over to pick up trash, larger 

debris, and perform other tasks while vacuuming.  The machine’s bent 

wand is ergonomically designed for users of all hand sizes and is less 

fatiguing to use.  The Adgility vacuum’s patented, curved back conforms 

to the user’s body and provides greater comfort than competing designs. 

This vacuum is built to fit most people’s body types.



50 foot yellow 
safety cord

Designed to be flipped over 
and operated by left or 

right handed users
Padded waist belt 
provides greater 

comfort
Patented curved back 

cradles the user

Semi-locking 
hose easy to 

attach or detach

Suction relief valve 
reduces power
when needed

Crevice tool 
and round 
dust brush 

are standard 
accessories

Easy to use foot switch 
for changing from

carpet to hard floor

Telescopic tube 
for easy height 
adjustment and 

user comfort
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A 50 foot cord provides increased 
productivity as less time is spent 
changing outlets.

Light weight makes it easier to use and 
reduces operator fatigue.

Cost of ownership is reduced because of 
simple design and high quality features.

Optional H.E.P.A. filter for better 
indoor air quality and low 
sound level make daytime 
cleaning an option. 

Combination floor tool is easy to use on hard 
or soft floors.

Edge cleaning is done easily with
the Adgility™.

Detail cleaning on the go 
is easy with handy crevice 
tool and bristle brush.

Padded belt is adjustable for
operators comfort.

Rotating dust brush positions bristles for 
cleaning multiple surfaces.



Model Adgility™

Motor 1,000 W
Air Flow 100 CFM
Waterlift 96 in
Sound Level 68 dB A
Dust Bag Capacity 0.58 gal
Standard Filtration 3 Levels
Optional Filtration H.E.P.A.
Power Cord 50 ft
Floor Tool 12 in
Dust Brush Rotating
Crevice Tool Yes
Upholstery Tool Optional
Height 8 in
Width 15 in
Depth 8 in
Weight 6.4 lb
Part Number 9052439010

Smart cleaning.
Our products are designed using innovative technology that 
increases productivity and drives down the cost to clean.

Maintain peak performance with Nilfisk Genuine OEM Parts.

A Nilfisk-Advance Brand www.advance-us.com

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

14600 21st Avenue North
Plymouth, MN 55447-3408

www.advance-us.com
Phone 800-850-5559

Fax 800-989-6566

240 Superior Boulevard
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada  L5T 2L2

www.nilfisk-advance.com
Phone 800-668-8400

Fax 800-263-5111
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Technical Specifications

• H.E.P.A. filter • Reusable Cloth 
Filter Bag

• Turbo Tool

• Upholstery Tool

• Belt Extender

Accessories and options:

Adgility™

Unique Design for Operator Comfort and Cleaning Performance.
The Advance Adgility™ Back Pack Vacuum is the Ideal Solution for 
Cleaning in Tight Quarters, and has the Power to Clean Anywhere.


